I. Introduction
The interests and tastes of browsers are captured according to the previously visited categorized Web pages. So the web prediction problem (WPP) can be generalized and applied in many essential industrial applications such as search engines, caching systems, recommendation systems, and wireless applications [5] .Thus while a prediction model for a certain Web site is available, the search engine can utilize it to cache the next set of pages that the users might visit. Such caching mitigates the latency problem of viewing Web documents particularly during Internet traffic congestion periods. In Web prediction, we face challenges in both preprocessing and prediction. Preprocessing challenges include handling large amount of data that cannot fit in the computer memory, choosing optimum sliding window size, identifying sessions, and seeking/ extracting domain knowledge. Prediction challenges include long training/ prediction time, low prediction accuracy, and memory limitation.
Additionally, some models, such as association rule mining (ARM) and SVM, do not scale well with large data sets. Furthermore, some models, such as SVM and ANN, do not handle the multiclass problem efficiently because of the large number of labels/classes involved in the WPP. In this paper, we are analyzing the prediction accuracy range comparable to markov model and modified markov model with the association rule mining. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows. 1)We present an analysis study for Markov model and all-Kth model in the WPP utilizing different N-grams. Specifically, we show how accuracy is affected when using different N-grams. 2)We propose a new modified Markov model that handles the excess memory requirements in case of large data sets by reducing the number of paths during the training and testing phases.
3)We conduct extensive experiments on three benchmark data sets to study different aspects of the WPP using Markov model, ARM,ARM-SF and all-Kth Markov model. Our analysis and results show that higher order Markov model produces better prediction accuracy.
Moreover, the results demonstrate the positive effect of our proposed modified Markov model in reducing the size of the prediction models without compromising the prediction accuracy.
II. Related Works
Prediction should be classified into two types as path-based prediction and point-based prediction. Path-based prediction is based on user's previous and historic path data, while point-based prediction is based on currently observed actions. Accuracy of point-based models is low due to the relatively small amount of information that could be extracted from each session to build the prediction model.
Researchers have used various prediction models including k-nearest neighbor (kNN), ANNs [7] ,fuzzy inference [6] 
III.
Markov Model, Arm And Arm-Sf
Markov Model
The concept of Markov model is to predict the next action depending on the result of previous actions. In Web prediction, the next action corresponds to predicting the next page to be visited. The previous actions correspond to the previous pages that have already been visited. In Web prediction, the K th -order Markov model is the probability that a user will visit the k th page provided that she has visited the ordered k − 1 pages. For example, in the second-order Markov model, prediction of the next Web page is computed based only on the two Web pages previously visited.
In this section, we propose to compare Markov model,ARM,ARM-SF for finding better prediction accuracy model for web page prediction. Recall that, in Markov model, we consider lists in building the model, for example, user sessions S1 = (P1, P2) and S2 = (P2, P1) are two different sessions; hence, each session can have different prediction probability. On the other hand, in ARM, S1 and S2 are the same item set.
The basic idea in the modified Markov model is to consider a set of pages in building the prediction model to reduce its size. For example, we consider all the sessions (P1, P2, P3), (P1, P3, P2), (P2, P1, P3), (P2, P3, P1), (P3, P1, P2), and (P3, P2, P1) as one set P1, P2, P3. Our motivation is that a task on the Web can be done using different paths regardless of the ordering that the users choose. In addition, we reduce the size of prediction model by discarding sessions that have repeated pages. These sessions might result when the user accidentally clicks on a link and hits the back button. 3)For each example e in T, if e is mapped to more than one model then filter the labels so that only one label is kept. 4)Train EC on the training set T', where T' is a training set that has all examples in t and each example is mapped to one model in M The K th order of modified Markov model computes the probability that a user will visit the k th page given that she has visited the k − 1 pages in any order as a toy example. Note that the last page of the session is assumed to be the final destination and it is separated from the sessions.
Tablei:Two-Tier Framework Training Process

ARM
ARM is a data mining technique that has been applied successfully to discover related transactions. Specifically, ARM focuses on associations among frequent itemsets. For example, in a supermarket store, ARM helps uncover items purchased together which can be utilized for shelving and ordering processes. In the following, we briefly present how we apply ARM in WPP. In WPP, prediction is conducted according to the association rules that satisfy certain support and confidence as follows. For each rule, R = X → Y ,of the implication, X is the user session and Y denotes the target destination page. Prediction is resolved as follows:
Note that the cardinality of Y can be greater than one, i.e., prediction can resolve to more than one page. Moreover, setting the minimum support plays an important role in deciding a prediction. In order to mitigate the problem of no support for X Y, we can compute prediction (X' → Y ), where X' is the item set of the original session after trimming the first page in the session. This process is very similar to the all-K th Markov model. However, unlike in the all-K th Markov model, in ARM, we do not generate several models for each separate N-gram. In the following sections, we will refer to this process as all-K th ARM model.
ARM-SF
To finding out the better prediction of web page by including association rule mining with statistical features.
IV.
Performance Analysis Table I presents our proposed two-tier framework. In step 1, we train the set of classifiers M on the training set T. Note that a subset of T is sufficient for training when T is large. In step 2, the labeling process is applied in which each example e of the training set is labeled with one of the M classifiers that successfully predicts the outcome of e. Filtering the examples that have more than one mapped label is done in step 3. In step 4, the EC is trained on the filtered mapped training examples.
In this paper, we generate N orders of Markov models, namely, first, second, . . Nth-order Markov models, by applying sliding windows on the training set T. These prediction models represent a repository that can be used in prediction.
Figure.2 Prediction process in the two-tier model
Next, we map each training example in T to one or more orders of Markov models. For example, training example t3, (P1, P3, P5) is mapped to two classifier IDs, namely, C1 (first-order Markov model) and C2 (second-order Markov model). In prediction, a testing example x submits to two stages of prediction. First, x is fed to EC as input to predict the suitable classifier for x C x . Next, x goes through the predicted classifier C x to determine the final outcome. This is a time-consuming process, particularly when prediction is required online. Next the same steps can be proceeded with the modified markov model. Finally we predict the set of pages and provide the better prediction accuracy model.
The user web browsing behavior identification is done with user access logs. The system is designed to perform pattern extraction and webpage prediction process. Log optimizer module is designed to perform access log preprocessing operations. Web user behaviors are identified using the Markov analysis module. The rule mining module is designed for pattern discovery and prediction process.
Log Optimizer
The web page requests are maintained under the access log files. Redundant page requests are removed from the log files. The page requests are grouped into sessions.
Markov Model
The Markov model is used to predict the next action depending on the result of previous actions.The K th Markov model is prepared with request paths.
Rule Mining Process
The rule mining process is applied to extract the patterns. The apriori algorithm is used in the rule mining process. The patterns are identified from the item set collections. Support and confidence ratio are used in the prediction process.
Rule mining with statistical features
Statistical association rules are used to select the most relevant features to discriminate the web pages and eliminating noisy features that influence negatively the query results, making the whole process more efficient.
V. Result
We present an analysis study for Markov model and all-Kth model in the WPP utilizing different Ngrams. Specifically, we show how accuracy is affected when using different N-grams. We propose a new modified Markov model that handles the excess memory requirements in case of large data sets by reducing the number of paths during the training and testing phases. The system also reduces the prediction time particularly when there are many prediction models to consult. The system is tested with different set of log transactions. The analysis shows that the ARM-SF improves the prediction accuracy 25% more than others. 
Conclusion And Future Enhancement
The web access pattern mining and prediction scheme is analyzed with different log files. The user access log files are collected from the web servers. The system is tested with markov model,ARM,ARM-SF. The prediction accuracy is used as the performance metric to evaluate the quality of the system. The system is designed to successfully improve prediction accuracy using simpler probabilistic models such as Markov model,ARM,ARM-SF. In future we extend our work with the comparision of markov model,ARM,ARM-SF and boosting and bagging model for finding better prediction accuracy.
